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HE Class Championship Games held in the Gymnasium last Friday night serve to emphasize two important facts. The first, that there are still many men at the Institute who take an active interest in our athletics, and to whom our standing is of some importance. The second, that far too many Tech. men look on our success in athletics as of no concern to them, and as a matter of secondary importance at best.

The games Friday were marked by some exceptional individual performances, and an interesting struggle between '98 and '99 for the championship. In view of the excellence of the work done, we can only regret that the attendance was so lamentably small. Nineteen hundred and one, in particular, had a remarkably strong team, yet there was hardly a Freshman present to cheer the winners from his class. A striking commentary of this in-

difference of the average Tech. man is found in the report of the Football Association. “The financial success of the team is largely due to the fact that so few home games were arranged. In the Holy Cross game, in Boston, we were fortunate and nearly paid expenses; in the Tufts game the Tufts men turned out and the receipts amounted to about fifty dollars above expenses.” Technology is one of the largest colleges in the United States. It is time that undergraduates follow the work of her athletes and aid in every possible way in securing for her an adequate standing in inter-collegiate athletics.

OR a week or two, Copley Square has presented an appearance which must shock the staid old shadows of New Old South as they wander over toward Trinity, of a sunny afternoon. But there are many of us who were most agreeably surprised upon seeing this sometime dreary waste brought under the care of cultivation. To be sure, just now it more resembles a bit of the Maine woods bodily transported, with the possibility of furnishing concealment for bears and wolves, than the garden plot of the “Architectural Centre of America.” But time will alter all that, and at this season, particularly, in anticipation of the holidays, the effect of the hemlocks bending under snow and wind is not altogether displeasing in contrast with brick and pavement. And, shortly, there will be a whole garden of tulips and hyacinths, which cannot fail to prove a constant source of satisfaction. Truly, Technology is indebted to the city fathers for this planting of a garden at her very door.